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In the past several years, the speed of standard processors has
reached the point where interesting problems requiring visual track-
ing can be carried out on standard workstations. However, relatively
little attention has been devoted to developing visual tracking tech-
nology in its own right. In this article, we describe X Vision, a mod-
ular, portable framework for visual tracking. X Vision is designed
to be a programming environment for real-time vision which pro-
vides high performance on standard workstations outfitted with
a simple digitizer. X Vision consists of a small set of image-level
tracking primitives, and a framework for combining tracking prim-
itives to form complex tracking systems. Efficiency and robustness
are achieved by propagating geometric and temporal constraints
to the feature detection level, where image warping and special-
ized image processing are combined to perform feature detection
quickly and robustly. Over the past several years, we have used X
Vision to construct several vision-based systems. We present some
of these applications as an illustration of how useful, robust tracking
systems can be constructed by simple combinations of a few basic
primitives combined with the appropriate task-specific constraints.
c© 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time vision is an ideal source of feedback for systems
that must interact dynamically with the world. Cameras are pas-
sive and unobtrusive, they have a wide field of view, and they
provide a means for accurately measuring the geometric prop-
erties of physical objects. Potential applications for visual feed-
back range from traditional problems such as robotic hand–eye
coordination and mobile robot navigation to more recent ar-
eas of interest such as user interfaces, gesture recognition, and
surveillance.

One of the key problems in real-time vision is to track objects
of interest through a series of images. There are two general
classes of image processing algorithms used for this task: full-
field image processing followed by segmentation and match-
ing and localized feature detection. Many tracking problems
can be solved using either approach, but it is clear that the

data-processing requirements for the solutions vary consider-
ably. Full-frame algorithms such as optical flow calculation or
region segmentation tend to lead to data intensive processing
which is performed off-line or which is accelerated using spe-
cialized hardware (for a notable exception, see [36]). On the
other hand, feature-based algorithms usually concentrate on spa-
tially localized areas of the image. Since image processing is
local, high data bandwidth between the host and the digitizer
is not needed. The amount of data that must be processed is
also relatively low and can be handled by sequential algorithms
operating on standard computing hardware. Such systems are
cost-effective and, since the tracking algorithms reside in soft-
ware, extremely flexible and portable. Furthermore, as the speed
of processors continues to increase, so does the complexity
of the real-time vision applications that can be run on them.
These advances anticipate the day when even full-frame appli-
cations requiring moderate processing can be run on standard
hardware.

Local feature tracking has already found wide applicability in
the vision and robotics literature. One of the most common ap-
plications is determining structure from motion. Most often, this
research involves observation of line segments [12, 30, 43, 45,
57], point features [41, 44], or both [14, 42], as they move in the
image. As with stereo vision research, a basic necessity for re-
covering structure accurately is a solution to the correspondence
problem: three-dimensional structure cannot be accurately de-
termined without knowing which image features correspond to
the same physical point in successive image frames. In this sense,
precise local feature tracking is essential for the accurate recov-
ery of three-dimensional structure.

Robotic hand–eye applications also make heavy use of visual
tracking. Robots often operate in environments rich with edges,
corners, and textures, making feature-based tracking a natural
choice for providing visual input. Specific applications include
calibration of cameras and robots [9, 28], visual-servoing and
hand–eye coordination [10, 18, 25, 27, 56], mobile robot navi-
gation and map-making [45, 55], pursuit of moving objects [10,
26], grasping [1], and telerobotics [23]. Robotic applications
most often require the tracking of objects more complex than
line segments or point features, and they frequently require the
ability to track multiple objects. Thus, a tracking system for
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robotic applications must include a framework for composing
simple features to track objects such as rectangles, wheels, and
grippers in a variety of environments. At the same time, the fact
that vision is in a servo loop implies that tracking must be fast,
accurate, and highly reliable.

A third category of tracking applications are those which track
modeled objects. Models may be anything from weak assump-
tions about the form of the object as it projects to the camera
image (e.g., contour trackers which assume simple, closed con-
tours [8]) to full-fledged three-dimensional models with variable
parameters (such as a model for an automobile which allows for
turning wheels, opening doors). Automatic road-following has
been accomplished by tracking the edges of the road [34]. Var-
ious snake-like trackers are used to track objects in 2D as they
move across the camera image [2, 8, 11, 29, 46, 49, 54]. Three-
dimensional models, while more complex, allow for precise pose
estimation [17, 31]. The key problem in model-based tracking
is to integrate simple features into a consistent whole, both to
predict the configuration of features in the future and to evaluate
the accuracy of any single feature.

While the list of tracking applications is long, the features
used in these applications are variations on a very small set of
primitives: “edgels” or line segments [12, 17, 30, 31, 43, 45, 49,
57], corners based on line segments [23, 41], small patches of
texture [13], and easily detectable highlights [4, 39]. Although
the basic tracking principles for such simple features have been
known for some time, experience has shown that tracking them
is most effective when strong geometric, physical, and temporal
constraints from the surrounding task can be brought to bear
on the tracking problem. In many cases, the natural abstraction
is a multilevel framework where geometric constraints are im-
posed “top-down” while geometric information about the world
is computed “bottom-up.”

Although tracking is a necessary function for most of the re-
search listed above, it is generally not a focus of the work and
is often solved in anad hocfashion for the purposes of a sin-
gle demonstration. This has led to a proliferation of tracking
techniques which, although effective for particular experiments,
are not practical solutions in general. Many tracking systems,
for example, are only applied to prestored video sequences and
do not operate in real time [40]. The implicit assumption is
that speed will come, in time, with better technology (perhaps
a reasonable assumption, but one which does not help those
seeking real-time applications today). Other tracking systems re-
quire specialized hardware [1], making it difficult for researchers
without such resources to replicate results. Finally, most, if
not all, existing tracking methodologies lack modularity and
portability, forcing tracking modules to be reinvented for every
application.

Based on these observations, we believe that the availability
of fast, portable, reconfigurable tracking system would greatly
accelerate research requiring real-time vision tools. Just as the
X Window system made graphical user interfaces a common fea-
ture of desktop workstations, an analogous “X Vision” system

could make desktop visual tracking a standard tool in next gen-
eration computing. We have constructed such a system, called
X Vision, both to study the science and art of visual tracking as
well as to conduct experiments utilizing visual feedback. Expe-
rience from several teaching and research applications suggests
that this system reduces the startup time for new vision appli-
cations, makes real-time vision accessible to “nonexperts,” and
demonstrates that interesting research utilizing real-time vision
can be performed with minimal hardware.

This article describes the philosophy and design of X Vi-
sion, focusing particularly on how geometric warping and geo-
metric constraints are used to achieve high performance. We
also present timing data for various tracking primitives and sev-
eral demonstrations of X Vision-based systems. The remainder
of the article is organized into four parts. Section 2 describes
X Vision in some detail and Section 3 shows several exam-
ples of its use. The final section suggests some of the future
directions for this paradigm, and we include an appendix which
discusses some details of the software implementation.

2. TRACKING SYSTEM DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

It has often been said that “vision is inverse graphics.”
X Vision embodies this analogy and carries it one step further
by viewingvisual tracking as inverse animation. In particular,
most graphics or animation systems implement a few simple
primitives, e.g. lines and arcs, and define more complex ob-
jects in terms of these primitives. So, for example, a polygon
may be decomposed into its polyhedral faces which are further
decomposed into constituent lines. Given an object–viewer re-
lationship, these lines are projected into the screen coordinate
system and displayed. A good graphics system makes defining
these types of geometric relationships simple and intuitive [15].

X Vision provides this functionalityand its converse. In ad-
dition to stating how a complex object in a particular pose or
configuration is decomposed into a list of primitive features,
X Vision describes how the pose or attitude is computed from
the locations of those primitives. More specifically, the system is
organized around a small set of image-level primitives referred
to asbasic features. Each of these features is described in terms
of a small set of parameters, referred to as astate vector, which
completely specify the feature’s position and appearance. Com-
plex features or objects carry their own state vectors which are
computed by defining functions or constraints on a collection of
simpler state vectors. These complex features may themselves
participate in the construction of yet more complex features.
Conversely, given the state vector of a complex feature, con-
straints are imposed on the state of its constituent features and
the process recurses until image-level primitives are reached.
The image-level primitives search for features in the neighbor-
hood of their expected locations which produces a new state
vector, and the cycle repeats.
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In addition to being efficient and modular, X Vision provides
facilities to simplify the embedding of vision into applications.
In particular, X Vision incorporates data abstraction that disso-
ciates information carried in the feature state from the tracking
mechanism used to acquire it.

2.1. Image-Level Feature Tracking

The primitive feature tracking algorithms of X Vision are
optimized to be both accurate and efficient on scalar processors.
These goals are met largely through two important attributes of
X Vision. First, any tracking primitive operates on a relatively
small “region of interest” within the image. Tracking a feature
means that the region of interest maintains a fixed, predefined
relationship to the feature. In X Vision, a region of interest is
referred to as awindow. Fundamentally, the goal of low-level
processing is to process the pixels within a window using a
minimal number of addressing operations, bus transfer cycles,
and arithmetic operations.

The second key idea is to employimage warpingto geomet-
rically transform windows so that image features appear in a
canonical configuration. Subsequent processing of the warped
window can then be simplified by assuming the feature is in
or near this canonical configuration. As a result, the image
processing algorithms used in feature-tracking can focus on
the problem of accurateconfiguration adjustmentrather than
general-purpose feature detection. For example, consider lo-
cating a straight edge segment with approximately known ori-
entation within an image region. Traditional feature detection
methods utilize one or more convolutions, thresholding, and
feature aggregation algorithms to detect edge segments. This
is followed by a matching phase which utilizes orientation, seg-
ment length, and other cues to choose the segment which cor-
responds to the target [5]. Because the orientation and linearity
constraints appear late in the detection process, such methods
spend a large amount of time performing general purpose edge
detection which in turn generates large amounts of data that
must then be analyzed in the subsequent match phase. A more
effective approach, as described in Section 2.1.2, is to exploit
these constraints at the outset by utilizing a detector tuned for
straight edges.

An additional advantage to warping-based algorithms is that
they separate the “change of coordinates” needed to rectify a
feature from the image processing used to detect it. On one
hand, the same type of coordinate transforms, e.g., rigid trans-
formations, occur repeatedly, so the same warping primitives
can be reused. On the other hand, various types of warping can
be used to normalize features so that the same accelerated im-
age processing can be applied over and over again. For example,
quadratic warping could be used to locally “straighten” a curved
edge so that an optimized straight edge detection strategy can
be applied.

The low-level features currently available in X Vision in-
clude solid or broken contrast edges detected using several vari-
ations on standard edge-detection, general grey-scale patterns

tracked using SSD (sum-of-squared differences) methods [3,
47], and a variety of color and motion-based primitives used
for initial detection of objects and subsequent match disam-
biguation [51]. The remainder of this section describes how
edge tracking and correlation-based tracking have been incor-
porated into X Vision. In the sequel, all reported timing fig-
ures were taken on an SGI Indy workstation equipped with a
175 MHz R4400 SC processor and an SGI VINO digitizing
system. Nearly equivalent results have been obtained for a Sun
Sparc 20 equipped with a 70 MHz supersparc processor and for a
120 MHz Pentium microprocessor, both with standard digitizers
and cameras.

2.1.1. Warping In the remainder of this article, we define
acquiringa window to be the transferandwarping of the win-
dow’s pixels. The algorithms described in this article use rigid
and affine warping of rectangular image regions. The warping
algorithms are based on the observation that a positive-definite
linear transformationA can be written as a product of an upper-
triangular matrixU and a rotation matrixR(θ ) as

A = UR(θ ) =
[

sx γ

0 sy

] [
cos(θ ) −sin(θ )
sin(θ ) cos(θ )

]
. (1)

The implementation of image warping mirrors this factor-
ization. First, a rotated rectangular area is acquired using an
algorithm closely related to Bresenham algorithms for fast line
rendering [15]. The resulting buffer can be subsequently scaled
and sheared using an optimized bilinear interpolation algorithm.
The former is relatively inexpensive, requiring about two ad-
ditions per pixel to implement. The latter is more expensive,
requiring three multiplies and six additions per pixel in our im-
plementation. The initial acquisition is also parameterized by a
sampling factor, making it possible to acquire decimated images
at no additional cost. The warping algorithm supports reduction
of resolution by averaging neighborhoods of pixels at a cost
of one addition and 1/r multiplies per pixel for reduction by
a factor ofr . Figure 1 shows the time consumed by the three
stages of warping (rotation, scale, and resolution reduction) on
various size regions and shows the effective time consumed for
affine warping followed by resolution reduction to three differ-
ent scales.

For the purposes of later discussion, we denote an image re-
gion acquired at timet asR(t). The region containing the en-
tire camera image at timet is writtenI(t). Warping operators
operate on image regions to produce new regions. We write
R(t) = warp rot (I(t); d, θ ) to denote the acquisition of an im-
age region centered atd = (x, y)t and rotated byθ . Likewise,
using the definition ofU above,R′(t) = warp ss (R(t); U) de-
notes scaling the image regionR(t) by sx andsy and shearing
by γ . Affine warping is defined as

warp aff (I(t); A, d) = warp ss (warp rot (I(t); d, θ ); U),
(2)

whereA is as in (1).
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FIG. 1. The time in milliseconds consumed by image warping for various
size regions. The first two lines show the time for each of the warping stages.
The time taken for scale and shear varies with the amount of scaling done; the
timings in the second row are for scaling the input image by a factor of 1/1.1.
The third and fourth lines show the time taken for reducing image resolution by
factors of 2 and 4. The final lines show the time needed for affine warping at
various scales, based on the component times.

2.1.2. Edges X Vision provides a tracking mechanism for
linear edge segments of arbitrary length (Fig. 2). The state of an
edge segment consists of its position,d = (x, y)t , and orienta-
tion,θ , in framebuffer coordinates as well as its filter responser .
Given prior state informationL t = (xt , yt , θt , rt )t , we can write
the feature tracking cycle for the edge state computation at time
t + τ schematically as

L t+τ = L t + Edge(warp rot (I(t + τ ); xt , yt , θt ); L t ). (3)

The edge tracking procedure can be divided into two stages:
feature detection and state updating. In the detection stage, rota-
tional image warping is used to acquire a window which, if the
prior estimate is correct, leads to an edge which is vertical within
the warped window. Detecting a straight, vertical contrast step
edge can be implemented by convolving each row of the win-
dow with a derivative-based kernel and averaging the resulting
response curves by summing down the columns of the window.
Finding the maximum value of this response function localizes
the edge. Performance can be improved by noting that the order

FIG. 2. Close-up of tracking windows at two time points. Left, timeti , where the edge tracking algorithm has computed the correct warp parameters to make an
edge appear vertical (the “setpoint”). Right, the edge acquired at timeti+1. The warp parameters computed forti were used to acquire the image, but the underlying
edge has changed orientation. Figure 3 shows how the new orientation is computed.

of the convolution and summation steps can be commuted. Thus,
in ann×m window, edge localization with a convolution mask
of width k can be performed with justm× (n+k) additions and
mkmultiplications. We, in fact, often use an IR filter composed
of a series of−1s, one or more 0s, and a series of+1s which can
be implemented using onlym× (n+ 4) additions. We note that
this is significantly cheaper than using, for example, steerable
filters for this purpose [16].

The detection scheme described above requires orientation
information to function correctly. If this information cannot be
supplied from “higher-level” geometric constraints, it is esti-
mated as follows (refer to Fig. 3). As the orientation of the
acquisition window rotates relative to the edge, the response
of the filter drops sharply. Thus, edge orientation can be com-
puted by sampling at several orientations and interpolating the
responses to locate the direction of maximum response. How-
ever, implementing this scheme directly would be wasteful be-
cause the acquisition windows would overlap, causing many
pixels to be transferred and warped three times. To avoid this
overhead, an expanded window at the predicted orientation is
acquired, and the summation step is repeated three times: once
along the columns, and once along two diagonal paths at a small
angular offset from vertical. This effectively approximates rota-
tion by image shear, a well-known technique in graphics [15].
Quadratic interpolation of the maximum of the three curves is
used to estimate the orientation of the underlying edge. In the
ideal case, if the convolution template is symmetric and the re-
sponse function after superposition is unimodal, the horizontal
displacement of the edge should agree between all three filters.
In practice, the estimate of edge location will be biased. For this
reason, edge location is computed as the weighted average of
the edge location of all three peaks.

Even though the edge detector described above is quite selec-
tive, as the edge segment moves through clutter, we can expect
multiple local maxima to appear in the convolution output. This
is a well-known and unavoidable problem for which many so-
lutions have been proposed [38]. By default, X Vision declares
a match if and only if a unique local maximum exists within
an interval about the response value stored in the state. The
match interval is chosen as a fraction of the difference between
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FIG. 3. Schematic for computing edge orientation. The diagrams on the left
show a window of pixels at three different “orientations.” The middle figure
displays the edge after a warped acquisition (Fig. 2, right). The top and bottom
figures show the effect of shifting rows to simulate orientational offset. Summing
the columns for each figure and taking differences between adjacent sets of
columns gives estimates for edge strength. The arrows at the bottom show where
each image experiences the strongest vertical edge within the window. At the
right, these values are plotted with angle offset on the vertical axis and edge
strengths on the horizontal axis. The three data points are fit to a quadratic,
whose peak offers an estimate for the best angular offset of the actual edge.
(Both the orientation of the edge in the middle figure and the extent of the
shearing in the top and bottom figures have been exaggerated for illustrative
purposes.)

the matched response value and its next closest response in the
previous frame. This scheme makes it extremely unlikely that
mistracking due to incorrect matching will occur. Such an event
could happen only if some distracting edge of the correct ori-
entation and response moved into the tracking window just as
the desired edge changed response or moved out of the tracking
window. The value of the threshold determines how selective the
filter is. A narrow match band implicitly assumes that the edge
response remains constant over time, a problem in environments
with changing backgrounds. Other possibilities include match-
ing on the brightness of the “foreground” object or matching
based on nearness to an expected location passed from a higher
level object. Experimental results on line tracking using various
match functions can be found in [49].

The result of the image processing stage is to compute an off-
set normal to the edge orientation,δt , and an orientation offset,
δθ . Given these values, the geometric parameters of the edge
tracker are updated according to the equation xt+τ

yt+τ
θt+τ

 =
 xt

yt

θt

+
−δt sin(θt + δθ )
δt cos(θt + δθ )

δθ

 (4)

Because of the aperture problem, the state vector is not fully
determined by information returned from feature detection.
There is nothing to keep the window from moving “along”
the edge that it is tracking. For this reason, the edge tracking
primitive almost always participates in a composite feature that
imposes additional constraints on its state (see Section 2.2).

We note that edge tracking robustness can be increased by
making edge segments as long as possible [50]. Long segments
are less likely to become completely occluded, and changes in
the background tend to affect a smaller proportion of the seg-
ment with a commensurately lower impact on the filter response.
On long edge segments, speed is maintained by subsampling
the window in the direction of the edge segment. Likewise, the
maximum edge motion between images can be increased by sub-
sampling in the horizontal direction. In this case, the accuracy
of edge localization drops and the possibility of an ambiguous
match increases.

Figure 4 shows timings for simple edge tracking that were
obtained during test runs. Length and width refer to the length
of the tracked edge and the width of the search region normal
to the edge in pixels, respectively. One interesting point is that,
because superimposing the columns of the image is performed
before the convolution step, processing speed is sublinear with
edge length. For example, moving from 20 pixel edges to 40
pixel edges results in only a 65% increase in time. Also, tracking
a 40 pixel segment at half resolution takes the same amount
of time as a 20 pixel segment at full resolution because the
warping operator implements decimation efficiently. Finally, if
we consider tracking 20 pixel edge segments at full resolution,
we see that it is possible to track up to 33.33/0.44≈ 85 segments
simultaneously at frame rate.

FIG. 4. Time in milliseconds required for one iteration of tracking an edge
segment.
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2.1.3. Region-based trackingIn region-based tracking, we
consider matching a stored reference window to a region of the
image. The reference is either a region taken from the scene it-
self, or a presupplied target template. It is assumed throughout
that the surface patch corresponding to the region of interest is
roughly planar and that its projection is relatively small com-
pared to the image as a whole so that perspective effects are
minimal. Under these circumstances, the geometric distortions
of a region are well modeled by an affine transformation consist-
ing of a 2×1 translation vector,d= (u, v)t , and a positive definite
2× 2 matrixA. The state vector for our region tracker includes
these six geometric parameters and a residual value,r , which
indicates how well the reference region and the current image
region match in a least-squares sense. DefiningSt = (At , dt , rt )
to denote the state vector parameters at timet , the computation
of the state at timet + τ can be written schematically as

St+τ = St + SSD(warp aff (I(t + τ ); At , dt ); St ). (5)

As before, previous state information of the reference region
is used to acquire and warp a prospective image region. Once this
transformation is performed, computing the remaining geomet-
ric differences between reference and the prospective regions is
posed as a sum-of-squared differences (least-squares) optimiza-
tion problem similar to that of stereo matching [33]. We note
that this approach to region tracking is not itself new; however,
previous implementations were based on computing and inte-
grating interframe motion [48, 40], did not operate in real-time
[6, 7], or computed a subset of the affine parameters [37]. Our
region tracking uses the initial reference region throughout the
image sequence to provide a fixed “setpoint” for the algorithm,
and it computes up to full affine image deformations at or near
frame rate.

Let I (x, t) denote the value of the pixel at locationx = (x, y)t

at timet in an image sequence. Consider a planar surface patch
undergoing rigid motion observed under orthographic projec-
tion. At time t0, the surface projects to an image regionR(t0),
subsequently referred to as thetarget region, with a spatial ex-
tent represented as a set of image locations,W. At some later
point, t > t0, the region projects to an affine transformation of
the original region. If illumination remains constant, the geo-
metric relationship between the projections can be recovered by
minimizing the objective function

O(A, d) =
∑
x∈W

(I (Ax+d, t)− I (x, t0))2w(x), t > t0, (6)

whereA andd are as described above,x = (x, y)t , andw(·) is
an arbitrary positive weighting function.

Suppose that a solution at timet, (At , dt ), is known and that
the goal is to compute the solution at timet+τ for small positive
τ . Since we apply affine warping to the image at timet + τ , it

is useful to define

At+τ = At (I + A′)
dt+τ = dt + Atd′,

(7)

whereA′ andd′ represent incremental changes during the inter-
val τ . Substituting into (6), we have

O(At+τ , dt+τ ) =
∑
x∈W

(I (At (I + A′)x + Atd′ + dt , t + τ )

(8)
− I (x, t0))2w(x).

We now introduce the “warped image,”J(x, t) = I (Atx+dt ,

t+τ ), and write a new objective functionO′(·) in terms ofJ,A′,
andd′:

O′(A′, d′) =
∑
x∈W

(J(x+A′x+ d′, t + τ )− I (x, t0))2w(x). (9)

Solving (9) proceeds by linearizingJ about the point (A′, d′)=
0, yielding

O′(A′, d′) =
∑
x∈W

(J(x, t)+∇ J(x, t) · (A′x+ d′)

− I (x, t0))2w(x), τ > 0,
(10)

where∇ J = (Jx, Jy)t is the warped image spatial gradient.
If the solution att is nearly the correct one, thenJ(x, t) ≈

I (x, t) and, hence,∇ J ≈ ∇ I = (Ix, I y)t , whereIx and I y are
spatial gradients of the original image. With this observation, we
can simplify (10) and rewrite it in terms of the spatial derivatives
of the reference image, yielding

O′(A′, d′) =
∑
x∈W

(∇ I (x, t) · (A′x+ d′)+ (J(x, t)

− I (x, t0)))2w(x).
(11)

In this form, the problem can be solved by joint optimiza-
tion over all six unknowns inA′ andd′. However, one difficulty
with computing affine structure lies in the fact that many target
regions do not have enough texture to fully determine all six
geometric parameters [40]. Consider, for example, a window
placed on a right-angle corner. A pure translation of the corner
can be accounted for as translation, scaling, or a linear combina-
tion of both. The solution implemented in X Vision is based on
the observation that the image structure which determines trans-
lation and rotation is similar to that which determines scale and
shear. In general, translation and rotation are much more rapidly
changing parameters than are scale and shear. In ambiguous sit-
uations these parameters should be the preferred interpretation
for image changes.
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To implement this solution, we decomposeA′ into a differen-
tial rotation and an upper triangular matrix:

A′ =
[

0 α

−α 0

]
+
[

sx γ

0 sy

]
(12)

and solve for two parameter groups, (d, α) and (sx, sy, γ ), se-
quentially. This establishes preferences for interpreting image
changes (the result being that some image perturbations result
in short detours in the state space before arriving at a final state
estimate). Although less accurate than a simultaneous solution,
the small amount of distortion between temporally adjacent im-
ages makes this solution method sufficiently precise for most
applications.

We first solve for translation and rotation. For an image loca-
tion x = (x, y)t we define

gx(x) = Ix(x, t0)
√
w(x)

gy(x) = I y(x, t0)
√
w(x)

gr (x) = (y Ix(x, t0)− x Iy(x, t0))
√
w(x)

h0(x) = (J(x, t)− I (x, t0))
√
w(x),

(13)

and the linear system for computing translation and rotation is

∑
x∈W

 gxgx gxgy gxgr

gygx gygy gygr

gr gx gr gy gr gr

[ d
α

]
=
∑
x∈W

 h0gx

h0gy

h0gr

. (14)

Since the spatial derivatives are only computed using the orig-
inal reference image,gx, gy, andgr are constant over time, so
those values and the inverse of the matrix on the left-hand side
of (14) can be computed off-line.

Onced andα are known, the least squares residual value is
computed as

h1(x) = h0(x)− gx(x)u− gy(x)v − gr (x)α. (15)

If the image distortion arises from pure translation and no
noise is present, then we expect thath1(x) = 0 after this step.
Any remaining residual can be attributed to geometric distortions
in the second group of parameters, linearization error, or noise.
To recover scale changes and shear, we define for an image
locationx = (x, y)t

gsx(x) = xgx(x),

gsy(x) = ygy(x),

gγ (x) = ygx(x),

(16)

and the linear system for computing scaling and shear parameters

is

∑
x∈W

 gsxgsx gsxgsy gsxgγ
gsygsx gsygsy gsygγ
gγ gsx gγ gsy gγ gγ

 sx

sy

γ

 =∑
x∈W

 h1gsx

h1gsy

h1gγ

.
(17)

As before,gsx, gsy and gγ can be precomputed as can the
inverse of the matrix on the left hand side. The residual is

h2(x) = h1(x)− gsx(x)sx − gsy(x)sy − gr (x)γ. (18)

After all relevant stages of processing have been completed,

r =
√∑

x∈W h2(x)2

|W| (19)

is stored as the match value of the state vector.
One potential problem with this approach is that the bright-

ness and contrast of the target are unlikely to remain constant
which may bias the results of the optimization. The solution is to
normalize images to have zero first moment and unit second mo-
ment. We note that with these modifications, solving (6) for rigid
motions (translation and rotation) is equivalent to maximizing
normalized correlation [24]. Extensions to the SSD-based re-
gion tracking paradigm for more complex lighting models can
be found in [21].

Another problem is that the image gradients are only locally
valid. In order to guarantee tracking of motions larger than a frac-
tion of a pixel, these calculations must be carried out at varying
levels of resolution. For this reason, a software reduction of reso-
lution is carried out at the time of window acquisition. All of the
above calculations except for image scaling are computed at the
reduced resolution, and the estimated motion values are appro-
priately rescaled. The tracking algorithm changes the resolution
adaptively based on image motion. If the computed motion value
for either component ofd′ exceeds 0.25, the resolution for the
subsequent step is halved. If the interframe motion is less than
0.1, the resolution is doubled. This leads to a fast algorithm for
tracking fast motions and a slower but more accurate algorithm
for tracking slower motions.

If we consider the complexity of tracking in terms of arith-
metic operations on pixels (asymptotically, these calculations
dominate the other operations needed to solve the linear sys-
tem), we see that there is a fixed overhead of one difference
and multiply to computeh0. Each parameter computed requires
an additional multiply and addition per pixel. Computing the
residual values consumes a multiply and addition per pixel per
parameter value. In addition to parameter estimation, the initial
brightness and contrast compensation consume three additions
and two multiplies per pixel. Thus, to compute the algorithm at
a resolutiond requires 15/d2 multiplies and 1+16/d2 additions
per pixel (neglecting warping costs). It is interesting to note that
at a reduction factor ofd = 4, the algorithm compares favorably
with edge detection on comparably-sized regions.
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FIG. 5. The time in milliseconds consumed by one cycle of tracking for various
instantiations of the SSD tracker. The first row shows the timings for rigid motion
(translation and rotation), and the second row shows the time for full affine
deformations.

To get a sense of the time consumed by these operations,
several test cases are shown in Fig. 5. The first row shows the
time needed to track rigid motions (translation and rotation) and
the second shows the time taken for tracking with full affine
deformations. The times include both warping and parameter
estimation; the times given in Fig. 1 can be subtracted to deter-
mine the time needed to estimate parameter values. In particular,
it is important to note that, because the time consumed by affine
warping is nearly constant with respect to resolution, parameter
estimation tends to dominate the computation for half and full
resolution tracking, while image warping tends to dominate the
computation for lower resolution tracking. With the exception
of 100× 100 images at half resolution, all updates require less
than one frame time (33.33 ms) to compute. Comparing with
Fig. 4, we observe that the time needed to track a 40×40 region
at one-fourth resolution is nearly equivalent to that needed to
track a comparably-sized edge segment as expected from the
complexity analysis given above.

To get a sense of the effectiveness of affine tracking,
Fig. 6 shows several images of a box as a 100×100 region on its
surface was tracked at one-fourth resolution. The lower series
of images is the warped image which is the input to the SSD up-
dating algorithm. We see that, except for minor variations, the
warped images are identical, despite the radically different poses
of the box.

FIG. 6. Several images of a planar region and the corresponding warped image used by the tracker. The image at the left is the initial reference image.

2.2. Networks of Features

One goal of X Vision is to make it simple to quickly pro-
totype tracking systems from existing components and then to
add application-specific constraints quickly and cleanly. This is
accomplished by extending the state-based representation used
in image-level features with additional infrastructure to support
hierarchical imposition of geometric and physical constraints on
feature evolution.

More specifically, we definecomposite featuresto be features
that compute their state from other basic and composite features.
We allow two types of feature composition. In the first case, in-
formation flow is purely “bottom-up.” Features are combined
solely to compute information from their state vectors without
altering their tracking behavior. For example, given two point
features it may be desirable to present them as the line feature
passing through both. A feature (henceforth,featurerefers to
both basic and composite features) can participate in any num-
ber of such constructions. In the second case, the point of per-
forming feature composition is to exploit higher level geometric
constraints in tracking as well as to compute a new state vector.
In this case, information flows both upward and downward.

We further define afeature networkto be a set of nodes con-
nected by arcs directed either upward or downward (a feature and
its subsidiary feature can be linked in both directions). Nodes
represent features, and links represent the information depen-
dency between a composite feature and the features used to
compute its state. To implement these functions, we associate a
state-computation procedure with the incoming links to
a node, and aconstraint-propagation procedure with
the outgoing links.

A complete feature tracking cycle consists of: (1) travers-
ing the downward links from each top-level node by executing
the associatedconstraint-propagation procedure un-
til basic features are reached; (2) performing low-level detec-
tion in every basic feature; and (3) traversing the upward links
of the graph by executing thestate-computation proce-
dure of each node. State prediction can be added to this cycle
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by including it in the downward constraint propagation phase.
Thus, a feature tracking system is completely characterized by
the topology of the network, the identity of the basic features,
and the state computation and constraint propagation functions
for each nonbasic feature node.

A concrete example is a feature tracker for the intersection
of two noncollinear contours. This composite feature has a state
vectorC = (x, y, θ, α)T describing the position of the inter-
section point, the orientation of one contour, and the orienta-
tion difference between the two contours. Theconstraint-
propagation function for corners is implemented as fol-
lows. From image edges with stateL1 = (x1, y1, θ1, r1)T and
L2 = (x2, y2, θ2, r2)T , the distance from the center of each track-
ing window to the point of intersection the two edges can be
computed as

λ1 = ((x2− x1) sin(θ2)− (y2− y1) cos(θ2))/sin(θ2− θ1),
(20)

λ2 = ((x2− x1) sin(θ1)− (y2− y1) cos(θ1))/sin(θ2− θ1).

Given a known corner state vector, we can choose “setpoints”
λ∗1 andλ∗2 describing where to position the edge trackers relative
to the intersection point. With this information, the states of the
individual edges can be adjusted as

xi = xc − λ∗i cos(θi ),
(21)

yi = yc − λ∗i sin(θi ),

for i = 1, 2. Choosingλ∗1 = λ∗2 = 0 defines a cross pattern.
If the window extendsh pixels along the edge, choosingλ∗1 =
λ∗2 = h/2 defines a corner. Choosingλ∗1 = 0 andλ∗2 = h/2
defines a tee junction, and so forth.

Conversely, given updated state information for the compo-
nent edges, thestate-computation function computes:

xc = x1+ λ1 cos(θ1),

yc = y1+ λ1 sin(θ1),
(22)

θc = θ1,

αc = θ2− θ1.

The tracking cycle for this system starts by using prior
predictions of the corner state to impose the constraints of (21)
downward. Image-level feature detection is then performed,
and finally information is propagated upward by computing
(22).

Composite features that have been implemented within this
scheme range from simple edge intersections as described above,
to snake-like contour tracking [49], to three-dimensional model-
based tracking using pose estimation [32], as well as a variety of
more specialized object trackers, some of which are described
in Section 3.

2.3. Feature Typing

In order to make feature composition simpler and more
generic, we have included polymorphic type support in the track-
ing system. Each feature, basic or composite, carries a type. This
type identifies the geometric or physical information contained
in the state vector of the feature. For example, there arepoint fea-
tureswhich carry location information andline featureswhich
carry orientation information.

Any composite feature can specify the type of its subsidiary
features and can itself carry a type. In this way, the construction
becomes independent of a manner with which its subsidiary
nodes compute information. So, for example, a line feature can
be constructed from two point features by computing the line that
passes through the features and a point feature can be computed
by intersecting two line features. An instance of the intersection-
based point feature can be instantiated either from edges detected
in images or line features that are themselves computed from
point features.

3. APPLICATIONS

We have used X Vision for several purposes including hand–
eye coordination [19, 20, 22], a pose-based object tracking sys-
tem [32], a robust face-tracking system [51], a gesture-based
drawing program, a six degree-of-freedom mouse [52], and a va-
riety of small video games. In this section, we describe some ap-
plications of X Vision which illustrate how the tools it
provides—particularly image warping, image subsampling, con-
straint propagation, and typing—can be used to quickly proto-
type fast and effective tracking systems.

3.1. Pure Tracking Applications

Edge-based disk trackingOne important application for any
tracking system is model-based tracking of objects for applica-
tions such as hand–eye coordination or virtual reality. While a
generic model-based tracker for three-dimensional objects for
this system can be constructed [32], X Vision makes it possi-
ble to gain additional speed and robustness by customizing the
tracking loop using object-specific geometric information.

One example of this customization process is the develop-
ment of a tracker for rectangular floppy disks that we use as test
objects in our hand–eye experiments (described below). Given
the available tools, the most straightforward rectangle tracker
is a composite tracker which tracks four corners, which in turn
are composite trackers which track two lines each as described
in Section 2.1.2. No additional constraints are imposed on the
corners.

This method, while simple to implement, has two obvious dis-
advantages. First, in order to track quickly, only a small region
of the occluding contour of the disk near the corners is pro-
cessed. This makes them prone to mistracking through chance
occlusion and background distractions. Second, each of the line
computations is independently computing orientation from im-
age information, making the tracking relatively slow. The first
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FIG. 7. Speed and accuracy of tracking rectangles with various spatial sam-
pling rates. The figures in column A are for a tracker based on four corners
computing independent orientation. The figures in column B are for a tracker
which passes orientation down from the top-level composite feature.

problem is handled by increasing the effective length of the edge
trackers by operating them on subsampled windows. The second
problem is solved by adding additional constraints to the system.
The composite feature for the rectangle computes the orienta-
tion of the lines joining the corners and passes this information
down to the image-level edge trackers. The edge trackers then
do not need to compute orientation from image information. The
net effect of these two changes is to create a highly constrained
snake-like contour tracker [29].

Figure 7 contains some timing and accuracy statistics for the
resulting algorithm. It shows that there is little or no loss of pre-
cision in determining the location of the corners with reasonable
sampling rates. At the same time, we see a 10% to 20% speedup
by not computing line orientations at the image level and a nearly
linear speedup with image subsampling level.

Region-based face trackingA frontal view of a human face
is sufficiently planar to be successfully tracked as a single SSD
region. Figure 9 shows several image pairs illustrating poses of
a face and the warped image resulting from tracking. Despite
the fact that the face is nonplanar, resulting, for example, in a
stretching of the nose as the face is turned, the tracking is quite
effective. However, tracking a face as a single region requires
affine warping over a relatively large region which is somewhat
slow (about 40 ms per iteration). It can be confused if the face
undergoes distortions which cannot be easily captured by affine
deformation, and it is sensitive to lighting variations and shad-
owing. Also, many areas of the face contain no strong gradients,
thus contributing little to the state computation.

Figure 8 shows the structure of a more specialized tracking
arrangement that uses SSD trackers at the regions of highest
contrast—the eyes and mouth. The result is a gain in perfor-
mance as well as the ability to recognize isolated changes in
the underlying features. For each of the eyes and the mouth,

a MultiSSD composite tracker performs an SSD computa-
tion for multiple reference images. The state of theMultiSSD
tracker is computed to be the state of the tracker with the best
match value and the numeric identity of this tracker. The con-
straint function copies this state back down to the component
SSD trackers, forcing “losing” SSD trackers to follow the “win-
ner.” In effect, theMultiSSD feature is a tracker with ann-ary
switch.

From MultiSSD we derive anEye tracker which modi-
fies the display function ofMultiSSD to show an open or
closed eye based on the state of the binary switch. We also de-
rive Mouth which similarly displays an open or closed mouth.
Two Eye ’s compose theEyes tracker. The state computation
function of Eyes computes the orientation of the line joining
the eyes, which is propagated to the lower-levelEye trackers,
obviating the need to compute orientation from image-level in-
formation. Thus, the low-levelEye trackers only solve for trans-
lation, much as the disk tracker described above. Since the mouth
can move independently,Mouth computes both translation and
orientation directly from the image. Finally, theFace tracker
comprisesEyes andMouth . It imposes no constraints on them,
but it does interpolate the position of the nose based on theEyes
andMouth .

The tracker is initialized by indicating the positions of the
eyes and mouth and memorizing their appearance when they are
closed and open. When run, the net effect is a graphical display
of a “clown face” that mimics the antics of the underlying human
face—the mouth and eyes follow those of the operator and open
and close as the operator’s do as shown in Fig. 10. This system
requires less than 10 ms per iteration without graphics.

3.2. An Embedded Application

As an illustration of the use of X Vision embedded within
a larger system, we describe some results of using X Vision
within a hand–eye coordination system [20, 22, 53]. The system
relies on image-level feedback from two cameras to control the
relative pose between an object held in a robot end-effector and
a static object in the environment.

FIG. 8. The tracking network used for face tracking.
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FIG. 9. Above, several images of the face and, below, the corresponding warped images used by the tracking system.

The typing capabilities of X Vision make it possible to abstract
the function of the hand–eye coordination primitives from their
visual inputs. The hand-eye system implements a set ofprimitive
skillswhich are vision-based regulators for attaining a particular
geometric constraint between the pose of a robot-held object
and a target object. These skills are defined on corresponding
features tracked simultaneously in two cameras. For example,
two primitive skills are point-to-point positioning of the robot
end-effector based on tracking point features, and point-to-line
positioning of the end-effector using point and line features.
Using X Vision’s typing scheme, these feedback methods can

FIG. 10. The “clown face” tracker.

be implemented in terms of feature type and used with a variety
of application-specific tracking configurations without change.
For example, positioning or orienting the robot in a plane is
practically useful for systems which use a table or other level
surface as a work-space. In order to relate task coordinates to
image coordinates, a planar invariant employing cross-ratios can
be used [35]. This construction is implemented as a composite
feature composed of several corner trackers. However, it is typed
as a point feature, so it can be coupled directly with a point
positioning skill in order to perform planar positioning as shown
in Fig. 11 (right).
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FIG. 11. The results of performing point-to-point positioning to observable features (left) and to a setpoint defined in the plane (right).

It can be shown that the accuracy of primitive skills depends
only on the accuracy of feature location in the image [20]. Hence,
the physical accuracy of hand–eye experiments can be used to
directly determine the accuracy of our feature localization algo-
rithms. We have performed several hundred point-to-point po-
sitioning experiments with a camera baseline of approximately
30 cm at distances of 80 to 100 cm. Accuracy is typically within
a millimeter of position. For example, Fig. 11 (left) shows the
accuracy achieved when attempting to touch the corners of two
floppy disks. For reference, the width of the disks is 2.5 mm.
Simple calculations show that positioning accuracy of a mil-
limeter at one meter of depth with a baseline of 30 cm using the
physical parameters of our cameras yields a corner localization
accuracy of±0.15 pixels.

Primitive skills are often combined to form more complex
kinematic constraints. For example, two point-to-line constraints
define a colinearity constraint useful for alignment. Figure 12
(right) shows an example of a problem requiring alignment—
placing a screwdriver onto a screw. The diagram to the left sum-
marizes the tracker for the screw. Computations of state based on
the sides of the screw in both cameras allow the screw’s central
axis to be tracked. In addition, the head of the screw is tracked
by two short line trackers.

For the purposes of hand–eye coordination, the screw tracker
is augmented with two composite features which compute the
intersection point of the central axis with each of the short line

FIG. 12. Left, the network of the screw tracker. Right, the system in operation.

segments. These point features are used as input to the visual
servoing algorithm. This is a common use of such geometric
constructions—to extract information from an object tracker
which has its own internal structure and constraints.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the X Vision system for flexible, effi-
cient visual tracking. The main features of this system are the
strong use of image warping, highly optimized low-level track-
ing methods, and a simple notion of feature combination. Our
experience has shown that X Vision makes the use of visual
tracking in application cheap, simple, and even fun. Begin-
ning users tend to become proficient after a short “startup”
period. Experts can easily develop and debug complex appli-
cations in a few hours’ time. The modularity of the system has
also made it an ideal framework for comparative studies. It is
straightforward to add new tracking primitives to the system and
benchmark them against existing methods on real images or on
canned sequences.

This paradigm for visual tracking suggests a number of inter-
esting questions and research directions. For example, it suggests
that an extremely effective but flexible architecture for visual
tracking may be hardware-assisted warping, already available
on many graphics workstations, combined with software-based
tracking and state propagation methods. At a more abstract level,
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FIG. 13. The software organization of X Vision.

X Vision is strongly based on the notion of images as dynamical
objects. Not surprisingly, the state computation and propagation
cycle it uses is closely related to that found in estimation and
feedback algorithms studied in systems theory. The use of sys-
tems design models and concepts to develop accurate prediction
and estimation techniques for the X Vision framework is an area
we are currently actively pursuing. Another related problem is
that of partial and full occlusion and target reacquisition. In re-
cent work, we have begun to develop methods more robust to
occlusion and distraction [21, 49] and techniques for automatic
target localization and initialization [51].

X Vision is an ongoing software development project, ver-
sions of which are freely available. Information on the current
version is can be found athttp://www.cs.yale.edu/
users/hager.

APPENDIX: PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

Just as graphics systems are amenable to object-oriented tech-
niques, we have found that object-oriented programming is well-
suited to tracking systems. The use of object-oriented methods

FIG. 14. Schematic of the initialization example.

allows us to hide the details of specific implementations and to
interact with the system through a set of generic interfaces. Mod-
ularization through object-oriented programming also makes it
easy to conceptualize the distinct stages of multilevel track-
ing. The application of high-level constraints should not require
an overhaul of low-level procedures, nor should low-level im-
plementation affect the overall framework provided by higher
level algorithms. Finally, such modularization also enhances the
portability of the system.

We have constructed X Vision as a set of classes in C++ as
shown in Fig. 13. Briefly, all features are derived from a base
class calledBasicFeature . All features are directly derived
from this class and are characterized by their state vector and
member functions for state computation and graphical display.
There are two types of composite feature which are derived
from BasicFeature . A CompFeature is a composite fea-
ture which has both upward and downward links. AFeature-
Group is a composite feature with only upward links—that is,
it does not impose any constraints on its subsidiary features. A
feature may participate in only onCompFeature , but many
FeatureGroup ’s.

Both CompFeature andFeatureGroup manage an in-
ternal queue of their subsidiary features. Information is prop-
agated up and down the feature network using two functions:
compute state , which computes a composite feature’s state
from the state of its subsidiary nodes, andstate propagate ,
which adjusts the state of a subsidiary node based on the state
of their supersidiary node.

The default update cycle for aCompFeature calls its own
state propagate function, then the update function of the
children, and finally,compute state . A FeatureGroup
is similar, except there is no call to astate propagate
function. The tracking cycle is combined into a single function,
track( ) , callable only from a top-level feature. Calling it
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sweeps information down the network to the set of basic features, updates of the state of all basic features, and sweeps updated
state information back up the network.

As an example, consider a simple program to locate and track the corners of the disk shown in Fig. 14 using the fiducial marks
located near one edge:

Video v(1); // A video device
Edge e; // The pattern to track
Target t1(Sig1); // A specialized pattern finder

// With a known signature
Line l1(&e, &v), // Two line trackers

l2(&e, &v); // tracking edges in v

Corner c1(&e, &v, UL), // Two corner trackers operating
in v

c2(&e, &v, UR);
if (!(t1.search())) exit (1); // Search globally for the target

// This takes about 0.5 seconds

l1.set state(t1.x(), t1.y() + t1.sizey()/2, 0); // Initialize two
l2.set state(t1.x(), t1.y() + t1.sizey()/2, M PI); // search lines

If (!(l1.search(c1) && l2.search(c2))) // Search along the lines for
exit(1); // the corners

CompFeature p; // A generic composite feature
p += c1; p += c2; // Add the corners to it.

while ( . . . ) { // Go into a main tracking loop
p.track(); // which combines tracking with
. . . other user code . . . // other useful functions.

}
After picking a video device and edge pattern to track, the

remainder of the program locates the specialized target, uses it
as a basis to find the horizontal line, searches along the line to
find the specified corners, and then goes into a basic tracking
cycle to which other user code can be added. Naturally, any
other user code affects the speed of tracking and so it must be
limited to operations that can be performed in a small fraction of
a second. In most of our applications, this is a feedback control
computation, or a broadcast of information to another processor.
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